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Cairo 2 September 2018 

Conscious Statement of   

Dr. Amin Makki MadaniSudan 
 

The Arab Coalition for Sudan Consents the departure of one of the 

pioneers of the human rights movement, member and founder of the coalition 

Dr. Amin Makki Madani Sudan is one of the characters of patriotism, its most 

prominent political leaders, the most noble men, the world's most courageous 

men, the brilliant legal expert, the judge, the university professor and the 

leader of the human rights movement in the Sudan and the Arab world Dr. 

Amin Makki Madani, the lawyer and the UN consultant in various assessment 

missions, Sudan, which stepped up its pure spirit on the morning of Friday, 31 

August 2018, the Sudanese sacked in a majestic procession to its final resting 

place. 

The late resident Dr. Amin Makki Madani devoted his life to defending 

freedom and democracy and calling for the promotion of justice and the rule 

of the rule of law for equality, dignity and humanity.  

He was one of the first to contribute to the dissemination of the 

teachings and culture of human rights in Sudan and the Arab world until it 

became a constitutional right and a government obligation.  

His battles with honor and determination to realize his dream of 

building a state of citizenship based on rights and freedoms, and addressing all 

forms of discrimination against women and violations of the regime in Sudan 

for human rights on the basis of race, religion and color by its laws and 

policies, Religious fanaticism and obscurantism and reactionary ideas that 

have grown among young people and students and led to the spread of 

violence and terrorism.  

Dr. Amin Makki Madani, with a large group of Arab and Sudanese 

activists, adopted in 2007 a global campaign and a humanitarian initiative to 

stop the war and achieve peace in Darfur under the slogan "Save Darfur before 

it is too late", which resulted in the formation of the Arab Alliance for Sudan 

For Darfur ", which was established as a direct response to breaking the state 

of official Arab silence and non-official on what is happening in Darfur war 

crimes and crimes against humanity, and to contribute effectively to change 

the tragic situation in Sudan and provides a model for the role of civil society 

in defending the rights of individuals Groups, especially , And contributed to 

the participation of the late thought, knowledge and experience in all events 

organized by the Arab Coalition for Sudan, and headed the delegation of the 

coalition, which consists of representatives of conflict areas in periodic 

meetings between the League of Arab States and joint dialogues with Arab 

civil society organizations. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Osama El Sadik St., behind El Serag Moll, 8th district, building No. 10, 7th floor, flat No 16 

Nasr City, Cairo- Egypt 

While Dr. Amin Makki Madani was honored by regional and 

international organizations for his prominent role as a human rights defender, 

he was subjected to harassment, imprisonment and imprisonment by the ruling 

regime. 

 He was banned from traveling to prevent him from receiving treatment 

abroad in a manner that defied the most basic rules of humanity. Sudanese 

ethics and high values. He worked for the Office of the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Human Rights, the Office of the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees, the World Bank and the Arab Fund for 

Economic Development in Africa. He received the Human Rights Watch 

Human Rights Watch Award, the American Bar Association Award for 

Human Rights (1991), and the European Union Award for Human Rights 

(2013). Minister of Works and Housing of the Transitional Government 

(1985-86).  

Dr. Amin Makki Madani, in this delicate historical situation and the 

country in dire need of honest and loyal people, leaving behind a heavy legacy 

and a great responsibility to the civil society organizations and the reality 
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